Chemical and kinetic reaction mechanisms of quinohemoprotein amine dehydrogenase from Paracoccus denitrificans.
Quinohemoprotein amine dehydrogenase (QHNDH) possesses a cysteine tryptophylquinone (CTQ) prosthetic group that catalyzes the oxidative deamination of primary amines. In addition to CTQ, two heme c cofactors are present in QHNDH that mediate the transfer of the substrate-derived electrons from CTQ to an external electron acceptor. Steady-state kinetic assays yielded relatively small k(cat) values (<6 s(-1)), and the rate-limiting step appears to be the interprotein electron transfer from heme in QHNDH to the external electron acceptor. Transient kinetic studies of the CTQ-dependent reduction of heme in QHNDH by amine substrates yielded different rate constants for different substrates (72, 190, and 162 s(-1) for methylamine, butylamine, and benzylamine, respectively). Deuterium kinetic isotope effect (KIE) values of 5.3, 3.9, and 8.5 were observed, respectively, for the reactions of methylamine, butylamine, and benzylamine. These results suggest that the abstraction of a proton from the alpha-methylene group of the substrate, which occurs concomitant with CTQ reduction, is the rate-limiting step in the CTQ-dependent reduction of hemes in QHNDH by these amine substrates. In contrast, the reaction of 2-phenylethylamine with QHNDH does not exhibit a significant KIE ((H)k(3)/(D)k(3) = 1.05) and exhibits a much smaller rate constant of 16 s(-1). This suggests that for 2-phenylethylamine, the rate-limiting step in the single-turnover reaction is either hydrolysis of the imine reaction intermediate from CTQ or product release prior to intraprotein electron transfer. Analysis of the products of the reactions of QHNDH with chiral deuterated 2-phenylethylamines demonstrated that the enzyme abstracts the pro-S proton of the substrate in a highly stereospecific manner. Inspection of the crystal structure of phenylhydrazine-inhibited QHNDH suggests that Asp33(gamma) is the residue that performs the proton abstraction. On the basis of these results, kinetic and chemical reaction mechanisms for QHNDH are proposed and discussed in the context of the crystal structure of the enzyme.